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[image: alt]No BS: How school trains you to lose
No B.S Friday: The school system is designed to get you used to losing.
Coming into the tail end of 2021, I wondered if it was time to update my bio. I found myself pausing at the line, “Jon is a … Read Full Story

[image: alt]No BS: Why forwards feels like backwards
No B.S Friday: If it feels like you’re going backwards, you might be making progress
“Sometimes things have to get worse before they can get better.”
This is something that I only got … Read Full Story




Recent Stories

Why this boom is not the RBA’s fault
No BS: Why I’m giving up being serious
Why the cost of new builds has to rise
The politics of property is changing quickly
ICYMI: Jobs scorches while inflation waves loom
No BS: Why we’re all getting soft
Housing in Australia takes a big step backwards
ICYMI: Inflation data is good, but ugly. Democracy is dying.
No BS: Why people freak out when they get what they want
The real cause of the unit shortage
Why units are 20% undervalued
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[image: alt]No BS: Is this why you’re tired all the time?
No B.S Friday: Why I’ve decided to not be normal.
Sometimes it can be exhausting doing nothing.
Let me show you what I mean. Put your hands together in front of you like a prayer emoji.
How much energy does that take? Not much right.
Now engage … Read Full Article

[image: alt]No BS: The two cardinal sins of investing
No B.S Friday: This is the root of failure.
People often ask me what the quickest road to success is.
But people almost never ask me what the quickest road to failure is. And perhaps it's the more interesting question.
I came across this quote by the … Read Full Article

[image: alt]No BS: The best reason to get wealthy
No B.S Friday: Money isn’t for bling, it’s for knee pain.
I caught up with a friend of mine the other day. He was recovering from a shoulder injury, but thankfully it wasn't his drinking arm.
I asked him how it was going. The first thing he reflected to … Read Full Article

[image: alt]No BS: The trap with studying success
No B.S Friday: Knowledge is great, but it only gets you so far.
My ninth grade history teacher was right. It is fun to learn new things.
Well, sometimes. It does depend on what you're learning. If I were to use this blog to outline the 20th busiest … Read Full Article

[image: alt]No BS: 3 things you must do this year
No B.S Friday: do this, and the year will be completely different
Okay, there's three things I want you to do this year. Three quests.
I'm assuming that I've caught you before you fully planned out the year. If you have fully planned out your year … Read Full Article
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Join over 217,477 Wealth Seekers and Get No B.S. Timely and Valuable Education On The Latest Trends An Opportunities To Make Money Today.
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[image: alt]Power Challenge 3/8: Take the Reins
Your opportunity to
win an I-pad – and make a full-power start to the year. … [Read More...]

[image: alt]Power Challenge 4/8: Radical Honesty (e.g My writing is crap)
Your opportunity to
win an I-pad – and make a full-power start to the year. … [Read More...]
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